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*Books:*

**Getting Culture: Incorporating Diversity Across the Curriculum,**

**Strategic Diversity Leadership: Activating Change and Transformation in Higher Education,**
Damon A. Williams, Stylus Publishing, 2013

**The Inclusion Paradox: The Obama Era and the Transformation of Global Diversity,**
Andres T. Tapia, Hewitt Associates, 2009

*Websites:*

The American Association of Colleges and Universities (information on Inclusive Excellence):

http://www.aacu.org/resources/diversity/index.cfm

Emerson College Office of Diversity and Inclusion:

http://www.emerson.edu/about-emerson/offices-departments/diversity

Wake Forest University Office of Diversity and Inclusion

http://diversity.provost.wfu.edu

The Emotional Intelligence and Diversity Institute

http://www.eidi-results.org